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proclamation,1 in which his mandarin methods were
shown to be fully justified, not only on grounds
of expediency, but of humanity. The issue of this
document had been demanded by Gordon as a public
intimation that he had had no part or lot in the foul
treachery committed by Li's orders. The proclama-
tion certainly made this quite clear ; but at the same
time it completely exculpated Li and made it appear
that (to use his own words) " the Governor's inten-
tions, though seemingly at variance, were in reality
identical with those of Major Gordon," Furthermore,
Li asserted, in justification of the massacre, that when
the rebel chiefs arrived at his camp they had not
shaved their heads and their contumacious attitude
was plain for all to see. They had refused, he declared,
to disband their followers, etc., etc, " The Na Wang's
speech was ambiguous and his bearing extremely
bold and fierce."
" Therefore the Governor, for his own safety, was
bound to guard against any modification of the terms
which had been settled. At the outset, when the
Governor agreed with General Gordon to accept
the submission of these men, he had no idea that they
would attempt to alter the terms at the last inomeat.
With respect to what subsequently occurred, the
signs of danger revealed themselves so suddenly
that if no action could have been taken without con-
sulting with General Gordon, it would have been too
late and all the advantages of victory would have been
sacrificed. Had the Governor adhered strictly to the
agreement, allowing this handful of bandits to save
their lives and return to the path of rebellion, many
tens of thousands would have suffered in consequence*
and the final result would have been very different
1 Vid* Blue-Book, " China No. 7 M (1864)-

